GEOINT

PIECE OF THE
With access to more
information than ever before,
agencies require accurate
and swift dissemination tools
and interoperation between
data providers to create a
fuller picture. By Angus Batey

T

he glut of information flooding into a
military or intelligence agency’s
databases requires a great deal of
management and preliminary sifting before
it can possibly yield useful results.
One of the key findings of the US
government’s report into the 11 September
2001 terror attacks was that intelligence
agencies each held pieces of data that by
themselves meant little, but had they been
integrated between agencies in a way that
ensured correlations between them were
flagged up, this may have given vital clues
that could have averted the attacks.
Ever since, militaries and agencies
around the world have been seeking ways
to ensure that their intelligence-gathering
activities avoid this type of failure.
Geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) –
essentially the art and science of applying
rigorous intelligence methodologies and
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By visualising multiple data sets in a
map-based environment, clusters of
different types of information can give
a broader understanding of complex
and fast-changing situations.
(Image: Esri)

PUZZLE
new digital tools to the time-honoured
practice of map-making – has emerged as
key to many such programmes.

Tagging tactics
Maps provide a reliable and useful baseplate
on which commanders at both the tactical
and strategic levels can overlay multiple types
of intelligence data, most pieces of which
can be tagged to a location. This is because
they refer to incidents – be they observed
occurrences, communications transmissions,
radar tracks or overhead imagery collection –
that happen in a particular place and at a
specific time.
During the conflicts in Iraq and
Afghanistan, Western militaries began to use
a GEOINT backbone as a key organiser for
multiple kinds of information, with geotagged,
timestamped pieces of data added to digital
mapping systems.
For example, in Afghanistan, the British
military deployed a system known variously as
Dataman and Helmand Geoviewer. This

comprised a network of servers at main
bases and ruggedised laptops issued to
frontline soldiers, which allowed troops
setting out on patrol to look at a map of the
proposed route and call up multiple types of
data relevant to it.
It also solved possible bandwidth
problems at austere deployed locations
by allowing users to only download the
data specific to the mission, rather than
having to query the entire Helmand
database every time.
Data overlaid on a local area map could
include reports of human intelligence
(HUMINT – information given by agents)
suggesting that a particular building was
known to be used by insurgents as an arms
cache, or footage from aerial surveillance
showing the deposition of adversaries during
a recent fire-fight along the route or perhaps
open-source intelligence, such as news
reports or internet postings, that discussed
recent events that may shed light on issues
important to local people.
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With this information at their fingertips,
troops were able to carry out patrols as safely
and effectively as possible. With the system
automatically adding new data to the map,
each day’s patrol would benefit from – and
add to – the most up-to-date intelligence.
As analysts began to work on some of
the bigger implications arising from the
increased drive to ensure all intelligence
feeds were tagged to a geographical
location, they were also trying to find ways to
make sense of the massive amounts of data
being produced by new sensor technologies
and open-source information.
Sensors such as the USAF-deployed Gorgon
Stare, which produces full-motion video
footage covering an area of several km² at a
time, were being more than matched in terms
of amount of output by the extraordinary rise
in open-source material with significant
intelligence value, such as social media
postings and blogs. These may either include
material published by adversaries and
suspects, or provide (knowingly or otherwise)
first-hand witness accounts of their activity.

In the clouds
The drive towards geo-enabled fusion of
this increasingly vast cache of intelligence

was allied to the emergence of more
powerful computing systems and the
development of distributed storage and
analysis through cloud services.
By applying both technological and
doctrinal developments to the challenges
posed by the now enormous amounts of
data collected, analysts found they could
not just inform troops about what had
already happened, but could seriously
attempt to predict what was to come. This
combination of technologies and
techniques began to be codified into a new
intelligence analysis discipline, which is
only now starting to be discussed outside
classified settings, and is referred to as
activity-based intelligence (ABI).
Ben Conklin, director of global national
security marketing for Esri, a leading
GEOINT supplier, told delegates at the
Defence Geospatial Intelligence (DGI)
conference in London in January 2017: ‘The
US Undersecretary of Defense for
Intelligence defines ABI as ‘a method of
intelligence or analysis where subsequent
collection is focused on the activity and
transactions associated with an entity, a
population or an area of interest.’ He
added: ‘The definition is actually the tip of

the iceberg for what ABI can offer and what
it can do for the intelligence communities.’
As Conklin explained, ABI evolved from
changing approaches adopted in counterinsurgency warfare, where traditional
intelligence analysis proved inadequate.
This had focused on tasking collection
assets to acquire data that conformed to
known signatures (such as movement of
military platforms in strategically important
regions or emissions from ground-based
radar systems).
The key challenges analysts needed to
address included an ability to identify
adversaries who hid themselves among the
general population, communicated using
commercial technologies and whose
methodologies did not conform to known
observable signatures.
‘ABI is a set of spacial-temporal analytic
methods to do a few different things,’
Conklin said. ‘To discover correlations, to
resolve unknowns, to understand networks,
to develop knowledge and to drive
collection, using diverse multi-intelligence
data sets to help us understand the
environment. It’s not just to understand a
specific location or facility. Many of the
traditional intelligence methods were

INTELLIGENCE IN THE AGE OF ALTERNATIVE FACTS
Even as intelligence-gathering
technologies scale new heights of
resolution, reliability and capability, and
new analysis techniques such as ABI
evolve to tackle some of the toughest
questions facing analysts and agencies,
a new threat to the utility of intelligence
agencies has emerged, from an entirely
unexpected source. The rise of populist
movements across Europe and America
has brought into power a number of
political figures who appear to treat
proven expertise with at best scepticism,
at worst outright hostility.
In particular, the Trump administration has
upended conventional thinking on
intelligence, with the president apparently
placing a reduced reliance on the daily
intelligence briefing that had been in place
since the 1940s and with several public
pronouncements from the commander in
chief and key members of his team
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seemingly suggesting the Trump White
House will have a very different relationship
with its intelligence agencies than has been
the norm under previous administrations.
During a presentation at DGI, Robert
Cardillo, National GEOINT Agency director,
was asked how intelligence agencies
should respond to these unexpected
challenges. Without directly referring to his
agency’s relationship with the new
administration, he explained how he saw
the role of intelligence agencies in an era
where mistrust of so-called ‘elites’ is
running at an unprecedented high.
‘Here’s what I’m worried about under the
banner of GEOINT,’ he said. ‘One – when I
provide you with data or an assessment, if
you don’t trust it, it’s of no value, so I need
to work harder than I had to in the past,
because I think there was more of an
assumption that if it comes from here and
it’s got that seal on it that it must be valid.
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I’ll have to do a better job of protecting the
pedigree of my information – resilient,
secure and reliable.
‘Two – I think I have to get better at
identifying if we detect something that’s
being put into that conversation that isn’t
valid. And three – I don’t think there’s good
and bad data, there’s just good and bad
uses of data, so I think that we have to get
better at detecting those good and bad
uses of the data.
‘I think we rise or fall, as a profession, on
whether or not those who rely on us can
confidently use the information to make
their decisions,’ he continued. ‘If we lose
that, we lose everything. So I’m much more
interested in that first part of the equation
– what can I do to protect that which I
project, in a way that sustains what I
believe is a confident customer today? I’ve
got to work much harder at it now than I
ever have before.’
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focused on analysing and exploiting
information based on known targets and
known locations, or known behaviours or
signatures of adversaries. ABI is really
focused on tackling the “unknownunknown” problem.’
During the DGI conference, that problem
was succinctly defined by Ian Spencer,
director of the UK’s Defence Geographic
Centre, part of the MoD’s Joint Forces
Intelligence Group. ‘Everyone in [the
defence intelligence] community has a
different piece of a very large jigsaw
puzzle,’ he said. ‘And if you can put that
jigsaw puzzle together, you’re going to have
a much better understanding of what’s
going on in the world, and then what might
happen if you start to interfere in it or to
make something better. The problem is, I
don’t think anyone’s got the picture on the
box for that jigsaw puzzle and I don’t think
all the pieces fit together.’
Using a similar analogy, Robert Cardillo,
director of the National GEOINT Agency –
one of the United States’ 18 intelligence
agencies – described the challenge in even
starker terms.
‘Imagine being told you have a puzzle and
it has a thousand pieces, and then you’re
given 31 pieces and no cover,’ he said.

‘Trying to make those 31 pieces into a puzzle
that you know has a thousand pieces is
quite a difficult task – you’re dealing with a
lot of white space. And then that drives
everything you do to find that 32nd piece,
and the 33rd – to be able to connect the 31
to inform those who are relying on you to
better understand that larger picture.
‘Because of that condition and that
mental state,’ Cardillo continued, ‘we spend
most of our time on the hunt, looking for
that next piece of data, trying to fill that
white space. That mindset drove more than
our methodology – it became part of our
culture. Because data was hard to find,
collection was king. It often had priority over
the other resources necessary to do
anything with the data once collected.’

Rethinking the cycle
Developing the capabilities that ABI implied
therefore involved fundamentally rethinking
the traditional intelligence cycle. At the same
time, for the technique to gain acceptance
within the intelligence community and to
ensure it helped solve the problems it set
out to tackle without creating a host of new
ones, ABI had to somehow fit into
established methodologies rather than
upend and replace them.

Through trial and error, early practitioners
developed four core elements of the new
discipline, which are now referred to
generally as the four pillars of ABI. They are:
georeference to discover; integration before
exploitation; data neutrality; and sequence
neutrality.
Georeference to discover means that by
giving co-ordinates and a timestamp to
pieces of data, the analyst is able to reveal
hitherto unknown correlations between
events by revealing their geographical and
temporal proximity. For example, a piece of
HUMINT saying that a person of interest
was in a particular location at a particular
time can be correlated with some SIGINT
that shows calls being made or received by
a known adversary’s mobile phone in the
same location.
Those two pieces of data on their own
are not sufficient to definitively determine
that the person in question is the user of
the phone. Over time however, if the same
phone is active in locations where the same
individual is present, such a relationship
could be inferred.
In order to enable correlations to be
uncovered, data must be geotagged,
timestamped and added to the central
intelligence database before it is

A movement analysis tool screenshot showing various ABI-enabled data products from Zawiyah, Libya, in September 2016. (Image: Esri)
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GEOINT
incorporated into ‘finished’ intelligence
products. This is what is meant by the
second pillar: integration before exploitation.
Data neutrality refers to the principle
whereby analysts should concentrate on
the ‘where’ and ‘when’ of the data rather
than its source. A geotagged social media
post from a person of interest may have as
much utility as HUMINT from a field agent
or technical data from a SIGINT collector.
Sequence neutrality applies the same
logic, but to time. Information from the past
may help reveal correlations, so should not
be downgraded in importance compared to
the most recently collected data.
Before ABI, the process of tasking,
collection, processing, exploitation and
dissemination was clearly defined. Applying
the four ABI pillars necessitates some
significant adjustments to analysts’ mindsets,
as well as to the tools that industry supplies
to help them carry out their work.
‘Sometimes, the answer arrives before
you ask the question,’ Conklin said. ‘This is
really the most vexing problem in ABI.
Often, by the time you know which
question you’re asking, it’s too late to
begin the collection tasking process. What
you need to do is to have already been
collecting the information in the first place
to answer the question.
‘You need to collect data without a
question to find, and store the data where it
can be retrieved and analysed easily. This
changes how you think about tasking and
collection. Rather than tying tasking and
collection to fixed questions, you need to
collect, and use incidental collection and
other techniques, to capture data and store
it for future use.’

Third-party options
The implications for industry of the adoption
of ABI are considerable. Several suppliers
are marketing their own ABI
implementations and toolsets, with some –
such as BAE Systems – supplying training as
well as applications and analytical tools.
Sensor suppliers will also be involved, if only
to the extent of ensuring the metadata
produced when information is collected by
their devices can be ingested into GEOINT
systems and may be easily – increasingly
often automatically – tagged in ways that
mean they will be discoverable via ABI
applications.
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GEOINT – such as the above set
of population density data for
Prague – can be combined with
other intelligence feeds as part of
ABI-enabled analysis. (Image: Esri)

Non-traditional defence suppliers are
also intimately involved in ABI, if not always
directly or deliberately. Amazon Web
Services, for instance, is critical to providing
an ABI capability due to its status as a key
supplier of secure cloud computing
environments to government customers.
However, just as ABI cannot work if only
using one kind of intelligence source, no
single company can realistically position
itself as a one-stop shop for an integrated
ABI solution. Companies need to
interoperate in ways that may be
unprecedented in as security-minded an
area as intelligence.
Esri provides a good example of the way
companies have to think to ensure they are
best placed to take advantage of the
business opportunities ABI opens up. The
company’s products are widely used across
military and intelligence agencies, but if
they are to maximise the potential of a
market enlarged by ABI, they have to work
with a range of third parties.
Conklin accepted the suggestion that
Esri’s ArcGIS Enterprise platform should
perhaps be seen as offering an analogous
opportunity to third parties, as smartphone
operating systems such as Android or
Apple’s iOS do for app developers.
‘We’re the data environment,’ he said.
‘We’re an open platform, so people can
build these applications in innovative ways
to analyse data, to exploit certain kinds of
information. And we also give data a spatial
and temporal structure that you can use
and leverage in your application, instead of
having to make your own environment.’
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To this end, Esri is actively engaged with
third-party suppliers to help ensure that the
backbone provided by ArcGIS Enterprise is
as useful and relevant to customers as
possible. The company has a programme to
help start-ups and small- or medium-sized
enterprises develop applications that will
work within an ArcGIS environment, and to
help those companies market their
products to Esri’s customers. The company
also works with larger firms, such as
defence prime contractors managing larger
geo-enabled implementations, to
collaboratively build applications that will
assist the customer in extracting maximum
benefit from the system.
Industry, though, will still have to
contend with the fact that ABI remains an
emerging approach, and its widespread
use is in dispute. While it offers
tremendous opportunities both for
intelligence agencies and their suppliers,
nobody is ready to put all their eggs in the
ABI basket just yet.
‘The term is still somewhat
controversial,’ Conklin said. ‘I would say
that all-source analysts would argue that
ABI is nothing new, that it’s something
they’ve done all along. And because it’s
discovery intelligence, it’s not as easy to
tie it to a specific intelligence production
line, which is how people like to think
about funding. But it has demonstrated
success, and it has official high-level
support. As soon as you get into the
methodologies inside of it, the principles
of it, you immediately find that people
agree it makes sense and it’s valid.’
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